Abstract. In many psychical systems, entities can only communicate when within the range of their sensors. When entities are static, the topology of the communication infrastructure can be known in advance and kept unchanged during simulation. However, representing moving entities becomes more complex since interconnections change with time as the relative distances between entities evolve. Given the dynamic nature of the problem, a common solution involves the use of publish/subscribe communication and the corresponding multicast message passing. In this paper we exploit the use of a peerto-peer infrastructure (p2p) exhibiting a dynamic topology as an alternative representation for spatially moving entities. We use the Heterogeneous Flow Systems Specification (HFSS), a modular modeling formalism designed to represent hybrid systems with time-variant topologies. We present a simplified model of a defense system comprising airborne radars, drone detection and cancellation. We demonstrate the benefits of p2p communication over publish subscribe interaction.
The HFSS Formalism
The Heterogeneous Flow System Specification (HFSS) is a formalism aimed to represent piecewise constant partial state systems. This characteristic enables its implementation on digital computers. HFSS achieves the representation of continuous variables using the concept of generalized sampling [5] , while the representation of discrete events is based on the Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS) [6] . HFSS has two types of models: basic and network. Basic models provide state representation and state transition functions. Network models are a composition of basic models and/or other network models. Given its definition, a network provides an abstraction for representing hierarchical systems.
HFSS Basic Model
We consider B as the set of names corresponding to basic HFSS models. A HFSS basic model associated with name B ∈ B is defined by Λ : S −→Ȳ is the continuous output function λ : P −→Ÿ is the partial discrete output function HFSS components have their behavior ruled by HFSS models and their semantics are presented in [5] .
Example: Continuous Flow Generator
Function generation plays an important role in the representation of mobile entities. Entity trajectory can be described with the help of a HFSS function generator. A moving entity following the 2-D trajectory given by the function f : R −→ R 2 is described by
where
, where e std is the standard part of the hyperreal e λ(∅) = ∅ This model can represent arbitrary continuous functions. For example, a circular trajectory of radius R, angular velocity and initial phase ϕ, can be described by the function (t) defined by: (t) = R(cos( t + ϕ), sin( t + ϕ)). This generator uses only continuous flows to describe a trajectory. The generator is a passive component that has no autonomous behavior, and where all information is retrieved through sampling. Trajectory discontinuities can be modeled with the help of discrete flows, that can be used, for example, for signaling the start/end of a maneuver.
HFSS Network Model
As mentioned before, HFSS networks models are compositions of HFSS models (basic or other HFSS networks models). Let N be the set of names corresponding to HFSS network models, with N ∩ B = {}. Formally, a HFSS network model associated with name N ∈ N is defined by
where N is the network name X =X ×Ẍ is the set of network input flows X is the set of network continuous input flows X is the set of network discrete input flows Y =Ȳ ×Ÿ is the set of network output flows Y is the set of network continuous output flows Y is the set of network discrete output flows η ∈ η is the name of the dynamic topology network executive with η ∈ η representing the set of all names associated with HFSS executive models, constrained to η∩ B = η ∩ N = {} Executives are uniquely assigned to network models, i.e.,
The model of the executive is a modified HFSS model, defined by
where Σ is the set of network topologies
The network topology Σ α ∈ Σ, corresponding to the p-state p α ∈ P, is given by the 3-tuple
where C α is the set of names associated with the executive state p α for all i ∈ C α ∪ {η} I i,α is the sequence of asynchronous influencers of i 
Variables are subjected to the following constraints for every
Since the network topology is a function of executive p-sate it can be modified by the executive transition function. Applications of the HFSS formalism to the representation of dynamic topology models can be found in [7] .
Example: Two-Tank System (Chattering)
To illustrate an application that can be modeled with a dynamic topology, we consider a simplification of a 2-tank system described in [8] . Our representation fixes a flaw in the original tank design that exhibits, under certain conditions, a chattering behavior that can lead to a very inefficient simulation execution. We show that a simple solution to chattering requires the use of two models and the ability to switch between these models. In this system there are two tanks, T1 and T2, and two pumps, P1 and P2, as depicted in Figure 1 . For simplicity, we consider tanks with unbounded capacities since we are only interested in signaling when tank T1 becomes empty. We assume that pumps P1 and P2 have (variable) rates p 1 and p 2 , respectively. The model of this system is represented in Figure 2 where components are represented by rectangles and functions by circles. The influencers of a component are give by the arrows pointing to component input function. Tank T2 is fed by pump P2 that removes liquid from tank T1. Tank T1 is filled by pump P1 and is drained by pump P2. The liquid volume in tank T1 is thus described by: dV 1 /dt = p 1 − p 2 , subjected to the constraint: V 1 0.
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01003-p.5 However, this model is no longer valid when V 1 = 0 and p 1 < p 2 . In this case pump P2 cannot drain liquid at rate p 2 since there is no liquid storage and liquid arrives at rate p 1 < p 2 to tank T2. Under these conditions the model enters a chattering mode and it becomes controlled by the sampling rates of the numerical solvers. This mode, however, has no relationship with the physical reality, which does not exhibit a chattering behavior. In reality, in this mode, pump P2 pumps the liquid at rate p 1 , and most importantly, tank T1 becomes effectively a simple pipe. The model that eliminates chattering can be represented by the network of Figure 3 , where tank T1 and detector ∆ were removed from the initial model of Figure 2 . HFSS semantics guarantees that, after a topology reconfiguration, the remaining components keep their state, eliminating the need for complex state transfer, used in representations based in mode switching. 
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When p1 > p2, the volume in T1 starts to increase and the T1 model is given back again by Figure  2 . The system switches between these two modes, thus eliminating the flawed chattering behavior of a single tank model [8] . In the next sections we exploit the ability to modify model topology, described in this section, to represent moving entities.
To finish the description of this system, we sketch its formalization in HFSS. The executive has two p-states, q 0 and q 1 , corresponding to the two modes of operation. The partial HFSS description of the network executive is given by: ẍ 2 ) ) where
The two tanks T1 and T2 can be described by the integrator model described in the last section. Pumps P1 and P2 can be described by the function generator also presented in the last section. For brevity we omit the remaining description of the network model.
Modeling Spatial Entities
The efficient representation of spatially moving entities is a challenging problem. The interaction of non-moving entities is static and it can be computed in advance, posing, in general, no major representation problem. On the contrary, the interaction of moving entities is dynamic and requires a continuous update according to the current positions of the entities. Examples of spatial moving entities include aircrafts that can communicate with other devices when they are in a certain range of other objects, like radars and antennas. Usually, these entities can only communicate when sensed signals are above a certain threshold so they can be detected. In general, the communication will depend on the power of the emitted signal, the distance between emitter and receiver, and on the sensibility of the receiver. A possible solution for describing the interaction of two moving entities is depicted in Figure 4 . In this example, we consider the drone D and the radar R. A detector ∆ is responsible for signaling when the two entities can start communicating. The detector will signal the time instant when the drone enters radar range.
The general problem of establishing the communication of moving entities has O(n 2 ) complexity since, in the worst case, any two entities can possibly interact, requiring a pair of detectors for each possible interaction. In practice, the general solution sketched in Figure 4 becomes unfeasible and more efficient representations need to be sought. Particular solutions often take advantage of some domain information about the system being modeled and can offer good performance without incurring in the high cost of a general solution. Concrete examples include the identification of entities that can never communicate, since they are static and out of range of each other. Another example is a system where entities are grouped into clusters, requiring inter-cluster communicating, but where clusters are too far apart for exhibiting inter-cluster communication.
A common strategy is to use a virtual grid for partitioning space, introducing a pre-detection phase [9] . In this representation, a connection needs only to be maintained when two entities can possibly communicate. This solution requires that when an entity crosses a cell boundary it signals an event so new interactions can be found. Figure 5 represents drone D crossing several grid boundaries. In this solution, D sends a signal whenever it changes from cell in the virtual grid. In the example, only within cells C1 and C2 can drone D and radar R interact. Thus, communication links need only to be established when D is inside these two cells. Actually, radar detection occurs only between points a and a of Figure 5 , and a more detailed model is needed, as described below.
This solution requires the dynamic management of links between the entities that can possibly interact. Dynamic topologies are supported by HFSS networks where grid management can be assigned to the network executive. Each entity has a connection to the executive that becomes responsible to establish the dynamic communication topology. In the drone/radar system, when the entities do not communicate, the model can be represented by the simplified HFSS network of Figure 6 . This model keeps drone and radar apart since the drone is not in radar vicinity.
When entities become closer, a range detector is created to signal the exact instant when interaction begins. In the drone/radar pair this event signals the instant when the radar starts sampling drone position. This situation is depicted in Figure 7 corresponding to the HFSS topology already presented in Figure 4 . With this solution we postpone the introduction of a (computationally) expensive detector until there is some possibility of communication. In scenarios with a large number of entities this strategy can dramatically improve performance. The degree of closeness between entities is a function of the grid size, and it needs to be chosen to minimize false positive communication messages.
When the drone enters radar range we need to generate drone positions as sensed by the (rotating) radar beam. For obtaining this data we need to detect drone and radar-beam interaction/collision, as depicted in Figure 8 .
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As pointed by this example, modifications in topology required for representing mobile entities appears to be application dependent and we foresee no one-fits-all solution to the problem. In the next section we present a more complex scenario involving mobile entities that corroborates this conjecture.
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Defense System
We consider now a scenario involving a defense system able to launch pursues to cancel drones. Figure 10 represents a model with radar R1, drone D1 and Pursuer P1. Detector ∆1 is responsible for tracking the collision between the beam of radar R1 and drone D1, signaling the corresponding detections to R1. Detector ∆2 checks for the proximity between D1 and P1, signaling D1 cancellation. This model is dynamic since detectors ∆1 and ∆2 are only created when/if certain distance conditions occur.
To show the effectiveness of HFSS in representing more complex systems we have developed a scenario with 2 airborne radars. Radars are modeled by their rotating beam and they are themselves mobile entities. Simulation results are presented in Figure 11 , where results were obtained using the implementation of HFSS based in JUse [10] , a programming language supporting software components. The two drones D1 and D2 are modeled with a HFSS function generator. D1 has a circular trajectory while D2 performs a sequence of arched trajectories. The linear velocity of all entities are kept constant during the simulation run. When drones are detected, a pursuer linked to the detecting radar is launched. Drone detection is based on a virtual grid algorithm run by the executive. As shown in the last section, this approach requires the emission of a discrete flow each time a drone/radar changes its position in the virtual grid. Only a single pursuer is assigned to each drone, requiring the cooperation between radars. For a better description, the graphical representation of Figure 11 depicts 
Perspectives for Activity Integration
The concept of activity has been used to track the computational effort in quantized systems [11] . A promising research perspective is to apply this concept to other formalisms, like HFSS, that provide a representation of continuous signals based on discrete automata.
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The activity of a signal is defined by [11] :
where m i and m i+1 are adjacent maxima and minima.
The number of threshold crossings of a Q-DEVS signal is given by [11] :
where D is the quantum size.
A typical trajectory of a Q-DEVS integrator is depicted in Figure 12 . The integrator receives values x 0 , ..., x 3 at times t 0 , ..., t 3 . Whenever the value y crosses a threshold level the integrator produces a discrete event value and for the case in figure the integrator generates values y 0 , ..., y 4 . Q-DEVS has been show to perform better than the corresponding fixed step-size solvers (time-driven simulation) [11] . HFSS uses a representation of continuous signals based on sampling. HFSS models have independent and self-adjusting sampling rate, departing, like Q-DEVS, from the conventional time-driven simulation. However, sampling rate is not directly connected to threshold crossing but rather to the estimated error in signal representation. In a HFSS integrator, for example, a new sample is taken whenever the estimated error goes beyond a certain value. Figure 13 depicts typical trajectories of a n-order HFSS integrator (n > 1), where a sample is taken whenever the estimated error reaches a maximum value. Likewise Q-DEVS, HFSS also enables a better performance than fixed-step solvers [12] . An interesting research perspective is to adapt the concept of activity to represent higher order solvers based on error information.
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Conclusion
Peer-to-peer (p2p) dynamic topologies offer an effective representation of spatially moving entities. Under this paradigm models can capture the current system configurations that is dependent on the physical location of entities. Given that position evolves over time, dynamic topologies enable to keep an up to date model that mimics reality. This representation contrasts with a more common solution based on publish/subscribe communication that imposes less clear models and make it difficult to represent the peer-to-peer communication that is commonly imposed by some entities, like for example, pursuers and drones in a defense system. The ability to represent all interactions as p2p provides a general framework for described arbitrary systems requiring different kind of interactions. HFSS provides a flexible framework for describing spatial entities by enabling the necessary changes in model topology to capture entities dynamic interactions.
